
Informal Zoom Meeting 
To discuss SID’s at Compton Dundon and Somerton.

15/05/2020

Present were Fiona Richardson,Steve King Helen, Richardson, Phil Flowers. 


After a discussion to the needs of both councils, with regard the use of SID’s to control traffic.


1: It was found that both of us had independently decided that “The Evolis Radar Speed Signs” 
were the best and most economic solution on the market, as borne out by both councils 
historically and supported by 2 further councils in the area.Yeovil Town Council and Ashcott Town 
Council. Who are using them currently.


2: That working together we could achieve both our targets and goals using them jointly, and in a 
semi independent partnership.


3: Both Councils  could purchase a single battery operated unit with  recommended batteries, 
charger  and Mounting units (4) for £1915.00 from Elan City as per Alan Mackie quotes.


4: After an initial period of familiarisation, Pole location, bracket placement and joint training. As 
well as understanding the software and data retrieval. Each council in a 2 week rotation loan to 
the other, their unit. See Note (a) below


5: Each council could expand there units and charging methods ( Solar Panels ) if they so wish, 
and offer extra units on the same basis of loaning equipment.


6: The operation of the units would be by local teams.


7: Both councils would independently look at insuring their unit ( due to the low cost of the units it 
was hoped that the risk would not lead to rejection by insurers) 

8: we would consult our individual councils to progress plan and try to purchase together to 
maximise discount and extras from Elan City. 

Note a:  To be effective units should not be left in place for long periods, due to the “wallpaper 
effect” where drivers simply ignore to signs. It has ben found that  2 weeks is a best practice  time 
period. As well as to being a Highways stipulation that we were only allowed to site a SID for two 
weeks 

b: A copy via  CD or online of the meeting that took place is available on request. 

Phil Flowers 17th May 2020 




